Small-scale EUV features as the drivers of coronal upflows in the quiet Sun
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Context. Coronal upflows in the quiet Sun are seen in a wide range of features, including jets and filament eruptions. The in situ measurements from Parker Solar Probe within \( \pm 0.2 \text{ au} \) have demonstrated that the solar wind is highly structured, showing abrupt and near-ubiquitous magnetic field reversals. The source of these structures has been associated with supergranular structures on the solar disc. This raises the question of whether there are additional small coronal features that contribute energy to the corona and produce plasma that potentially feeds into the solar wind.

Aims. During the Solar Orbiter first science perihelion, high-resolution images of the solar corona were recorded using the Extreme Ultraviolet High Resolution Imager (HRI) on board the Solar Orbiter. The Hinode spacecraft was also observing at the same location providing coronal spectroscopic measurements. Combining the two datasets allows us to determine the cause of the weak upflows observed in the quiet Sun and the associated activity.

Methods. We used a multi-spacecraft approach to characterise regions of upflows. The upflows were identified in the Fe XII emission line by the Hinode Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS). We then used imaging data from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly on board Solar Orbiter and spectroscopic data from the SDO Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) to identify the source of the upflows and enhancements related to the magnetic field changes. The first event, a larger upflow region, shows evidence of several distinct substructures. During its appearance, a clear mini-filament eruption takes place at its location, before the EUV feature disappears.

results. We have identified two regions of coronal upflows in the quiet Sun, with respective sizes and lifetimes of \( (20 \text{ Mm}, 20 \text{ min}) \) and \( (180 \text{ Mm}, 180 \text{ Mm}, 20 \text{ min}) \), showing contrasting dynamic events. Both examples show weak flux cancellation, indicating that the source of the upflows and enhancements is related to the magnetic field changes. The first event, a larger upflow region, shows evidence of several distinct substructures. During its appearance, a clear mini-filament eruption takes place at its location, before the EUV feature disappears.

Conclusions. Two features, with contrasting properties, show upflows with comparable magnitudes. The first event, a complex loop structure, shares several similarities with active region upflows. The second upflow region has several substructures. During its appearance, a clear mini-filament eruption takes place at its location, before the EUV feature disappears.
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1. Introduction

The solar corona, the Sun’s outermost layer, has been the focus of decades-long studies because of the associated challenging phenomena, such as the coronal heating and the acceleration of the solar wind, that shape and impact the whole heliosphere. One potential solution for the heating of the corona was proposed by Parker (1988), who put forward reconnection-driven nanoflares as a potential heating mechanism: small bursts of energy resulting from the reconnection of misaligned magnetic field lines. Parker’s proposal requires nanoflares to be frequent. They are, however, so small that they could not be well resolved spatially with previous instruments.

In addition to its high temperature and low density, the solar corona has a range of features, in particular, bright points (e.g., Maджарска 2019), coronal jets (e.g., Raouafi et al. 2016), and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) brightenings (e.g., Harrison 1997; Berghmans et al. 1998). Observations have shown that small EUV intensity bursts are frequently seen in different features, such as active regions (ARs; Testa et al. 2013), coronal loops (Testa et al. 2014), jetlets (Raouafi & Stenborg 2014), and more recently as instability-driven nanojets (Antolín et al. 2021), as well as in blowout jets (Moore et al. 2010, 2013) and coronal rain (Sukarmadji et al. 2022). Small-scale brightenings or UV bursts (e.g., Young et al. 2018) are also present in the transition region (Emslie & Noyes 1978; Widing 1982), chromosphere and photosphere, where they can have relatively high temperatures of up to 100,000 K (Peter et al. 2014). Raouafi et al. (2023b) present a compelling case of ubiquitous jetting, driven by magnetic reconnection, that is present all over the base of the solar corona and is omnipresent throughout the solar cycle. They argue that this form of highly dynamic reconnection and jetting could be the driver of both the fast and the slow solar wind.

One of the main science goals of Solar Orbiter is to understand the sources of solar wind. Since the commissioning of Solar Orbiter EUV Imager (EUI; Rochus et al. 2020), new coronal features have been discovered (see the summary of first perihelion discoveries given by Berghmans et al. 2023). One of the most important discoveries is the observation of the smallest and shortest type of EUV brightening detected so far (Berghmans et al. 2021). They have lifetimes of 10–200 s and lengths of 400–4000 km. Additionally, they reach heights of 1000–5000 km above the photosphere (Zhukov et al. 2021) and have lifetimes of up to 100–5000 km (Peter et al. 2014).

While ARs and CBPs are longer-lasting coronal features, coronal jets are transient. They are prominent features, occurring all over the solar disc. The coronal hole jets can readily be observed due to the lower background emission (Shibata et al. 1992). Kamio et al. (2007) studied jets in the Fe xii spectrum of Hinode/EIS for which a line-of-sight (LOS) Doppler velocity of ≈30 km s⁻¹ was measured for the jet spire and redshifts of the corresponding coronal hole bright point. Using a double Gaussian fit to the spectral emission line yields jet plasma velocities of up to ≈2200–2800 km s⁻¹ (Moreno-Insertis et al. 2008; Maджарска 2011). The first comparisons of observed coronal jets in the quiet Sun by Solar Orbiter’s HR1EUV with magnetohydrodynamic Bifrost simulations (Gudiksen et al. 2011) show that filament eruptions occur along with flux cancellations (Panesar et al. 2023). The observed and modelled jets reach velocities of 60 ± 8 km s⁻¹ and 42 ± 20 km s⁻¹, respectively, with lifetimes of 6.5 ± 4.0 min and 9.0 ± 4.0 min (Panesar et al. 2023).

The data from the Parker Solar Probe (PSP) mission (Fox et al. 2016; Raouafi 2022; Raouafi et al. 2023a) have been revealing new insights into the slow solar wind. During the first encounter, PSP observed slow solar wind (36–54 solar radii) originating from a small coronal hole (Bale et al. 2019). The plasma flow is highly structured, displaying a large number of magnetic field reversals, or switchbacks, which are folds of the field lines. These switchbacks are seen over a range of timescales and are separated by intervals of quiet magnetic fields and plasma flow. This might suggest the existence of an impulsive mechanism energising the solar wind and micro-instabilities, which would contribute to the heating. The ALfvenic magnetic
field reversals were found to be associated with supergranulation scales that correspond to their longitudinal separation (Bale et al. 2021; Fargette et al. 2021). This connects them to the diverging magnetic field funnels in the network magnetic field (Bale et al. 2021). The in situ observations of the slow solar wind need an energy source that is small, persistent, and omnipresent. This cannot be satisfied by larger known sources of upflow such as jets or filament eruptions, which are not frequent enough unless the jet-production mechanisms also drive smaller and much more ubiquitous solar features (Sterling & Moore 2020).

Recent work by Schwanitz et al. (2021) has shown that coronal plasma upflows with blueshifted plasma faster than \(-6\, \text{km}\,\text{s}^{-1}\) could be seen from short-lived and weak intensity features down to the resolution limit of the imaging instruments available at the time. Many of the identified features could not be associated with standard features since they only show weak brightenings or faint collimated flows of plasma. While Schwanitz et al. (2021) could only confirm faint soft X-ray sources for some events, five of the features that were more deeply investigated could later be associated with weak intensity X-ray jets by Sterling et al. (2022b). Both studies suggest that the analysis of transient features might be biased towards higher-intensity events and therefore, tend to underestimate the occurrence of small-scale events producing upflows.

Since we have seen in previous work that the identification of small-scale coronal upflow sources has been limited by the spatial resolution of instruments, we aim to find new sources of coronal upflow with the help of the new high-resolution imaging data from HRI_{EUV}. In this paper we explore whether the small structures that are seen by the EUV Imager on board Solar Orbiter are associated with coronal upflows. Section 2 describes the different instruments used for this project and the details of each observation campaign are given. The data processing and alignment of the datasets are described. We then continue by discussing the first upflow region observed on 08 March 2022, in Sect. 3, followed by a discussion of the second upflow region on 17 March 2022, in Sect. 4. We conclude by summarising and discussing our results in Sect. 5.

2. Observation and data processing

We used data from two multi-spacecraft observation campaigns, which were carried out during the first science perihelion of Solar Orbiter in March 2022. The key requirement when selecting the datasets was to have Solar Orbiter HRI_{EUV} data overlapping with Hinode/EIS data that have long enough exposures to provide sufficient signal-to-noise ratios for quiet Sun regions. The first campaign ran on 08 March 2022 between 08:10 and 10:10 UT as the Solar Orbiter Observing Plan (SOOP) ‘R\_BOTH\_HRES\_MCAD\_Bright-Points’ and the second one as SOOP ‘L\_SMALL\_HRES\_HCAD\_Slow-Wind-Connection’ on 17 March 2022 between 09:47 and 10:47 UT. The characteristics of the instruments participating in these campaigns are discussed in the following sections.

2.1. Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO): AIA and HMI

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2011) continuously provides full-disc observations in ten different channels from the photosphere up to the corona, covering temperatures from roughly 5000 K up to 20 million K. We use level 1.5 data with a 12 s cadence from the Joint Science Operations Center (JSOC). The data were processed by scaling the image to 0.6 arcsec pixel\(^{-1}\) and extracting sub-images that cover the region observed by the other instruments.

The second SDO instrument used is HMI (Scherrer et al. 2012), which measures the photospheric magnetic field. We focus our analysis on the LOS magnetograms. They are provided at a 45 s cadence and require only a de-rotation of 180° for processing. For any quantitative analysis, we neglect data with absolute values below 10 G, which is considered the noise level (Liu et al. 2012).

2.2. Solar Orbiter Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI)

The true value of the observation campaign lies in the data from Solar Orbiter (Müller et al. 2020) taken during its first science perihelion. The data used in this project comes from the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI; Rochus et al. 2020). It consists of three instruments: a dual-band Full Sun Imager (FSI), which provides 174 and 304 ÅEUV images and two High Resolution Imagers (HRI), which measure emission in the Lyman-\(\alpha\)-line of hydrogen at 1216 Å and EUV at 174 Å. HRI_{EUV} mostly measures the Fe ix 171.1 Å, Fe x 174.5 Å and Fe x 177.2 Å emission lines, which are emitted around 800000 – 1000000 K. We focus our analysis on the HRIs, which provide images with 2048 × 2048 pixels and a field-of-view of roughly 1024” × 1024”. The HRI_{EUV} instrument has a two-pixel resolution of approximately 1”. The HRI_{Lya} has a resolution of approximately 3”, which worsened during perihelion and recovered to the previous values after it (Berghmans et al. 2023, this issue). The EUI data files used in this paper were taken from the SoIO/EUI Data Release 5.0 (Mampaey et al. 2022).

The first observation was carried out when Solar Orbiter was at a distance to the Sun of 0.48 au. The separation of Solar Orbiter and the Earth in heliographic longitude is 1.85°. This results in a pixel size of (172 km)\(^2\) and a travel time difference of 253 s for emission from the Sun to Solar Orbiter compared with radiation to the Earth. This travel time difference was taken into account for every step of the analysis. All times of EUI in the text and in plots are shifted to match those of an Earth-based observer. The HRI instruments were operated for the first observation in a low-cadence mode with one image per minute and an exposure time of 2.8 s for HRI_{EUV} and 3 s for HRI_{Lya}.

The second observation was taken close to the perihelion at a distance of 0.38 au and a separation between the spacecraft and the Earth of 27.5°. This results in a travel time from the Sun to the spacecraft of 187 s. The corresponding pixel size is (134 km)\(^2\). The HRI instruments were operated for the second observation in a high-cadence mode with one image every 5 s. Each image was exposed for 2.8 s by HRI_{EUV} and 3 s by HRI_{Lya}.

The level 2 data were used, which is the calibrated science data. The biggest challenge lies in the alignment of the Solar Orbiter data to other datasets due to the different locations of the spacecraft. We made use of the FITS keywords for a first alignment. In a second step, we re-projected Solar Orbiter maps to an Earth-based helioprojective coordinate system. This allowed us to cross-correlate EUI/HRI maps with SDO/AIA 171 Å filter maps, to calculate their offsets. To do so, the resolution of EUI was reduced for the alignment to match that of SDO/AIA. The analyses are done with the full resolution of EUI/HRI. All EUI maps were then shifted to the SDO/AIA frame. This leads to reasonable results with a precision of about one AIA pixel. However, the two instruments have different viewing angles and temperature response functions, which leads to re-projection effects and intensity variations respectively. Hitherto, no general
correction of those two effects is available. Therefore, optical differences are to be expected.

2.3. Hinode EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS)

The EIS instrument on board Hinode (Culhane et al. 2007) mission was launched in 2006. The sensitivity of its short wavelength channels peaks close to the Fe XII 195.12 Å emission line, which makes it the most prominent line in most observations. It represents a coronal temperature of $\log T_{\text{max}} = 6.1$. This makes it the best choice for observations of quiet regions in the solar corona and that is why we focus our analysis on it.

The first observation was from the Hinode Operation Plan (HOP) 430 “Bright Point study with Solar Orbiter”, which uses a 2$''$ slit to raster at 83 different positions with 45$''$s exposure time for each slit position. The resulting raster covers 497$''$ × 512$''$ and takes 1 h 8 min. We focus on the first raster at 07:51 UT from the campaign since the following rasters are highly affected by data loss.

The second observation was conducted on 17 March 2022 and run as HOP 434. It consists of two consecutive rasters, which were run at 08:16 UT and 09:52 UT. They cover a field-of-view of 246$''$ × 521$''$ and have a duration of 1 h 7 min 30$''$. Each raster has 62 pointings with an exposure time of 1 min and a step size of 4$''$. We focus our analysis on the second raster from this campaign.

All rasters are processed with the Python environment EIS Python Analysis Code (eispac). The spectral data are further processed by using a single Gaussian fit for the Fe XII line at 195.12 Å within a fitting window for the centroid from 195.08 Å to 195.16 Å to compute intensities and Doppler velocities. The velocities are calculated with respect to the theoretical line at rest and the derived Doppler maps are corrected for orbital effects. This includes correcting the orbital effect of the spacecraft’s temperature variation. This effect is corrected by setting the median Doppler velocity of each column to zero. A double Gaussian approach to allow for the line blending of the weaker Fe XII line at 195.18 Å (Young et al. 2009) did not converge due to the small intensities in the quiet Sun.

To make the Hinode/EIS rasters comparable with other datasets, we aligned them with SDO/AIA 193 Å data. It is the closest available AIA filter to the Fe XII emission line. We start by shifting the data manually. To improve the alignment, we reduce the spatial resolution of SDO/AIA to match that one from Hinode/EIS. This is done to use cross-correlation to determine the best alignment between the two datasets. The derived offset is then applied to the Hinode/EIS rasters.

2.4. The Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS)

We also used data from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS; De Pontieu et al. 2014), which focuses on chromospheric and transition region emission. Both observing campaigns were supported by a coordinated IRIS observation.

The campaign on 08 March 2022 used a very large dense 320-step raster with a field-of-view of 167$''$ × 175$''$. In addition to the spectral data in the near UV and far UV wavelength range, slit-jaw-images (SJIs) are available for C II 1330 Å, Si IV 1400 Å, Mg II k 2796 Å, and the Mg II wing 2830 Å, respectively. These lines cover temperatures from the upper photosphere up to the lower transition region.

The second campaign on 17 March 2022 used a very large dense 4-step raster with a field-of-view of 166$''$ × 175$''$. Slit-jaw images were taken only for the Si IV 1400 Å emission line, formed at 80 000 K in the lower transition region. Unfortunately, our selected feature falls outside of the field-of-view of the IRIS observation.

For the analysis of the photosphere, chromosphere and transition region data, we use IRIS SJIs. They are provided as level 2 science data by the Heliophysics Events Knowledgebase (HEK).

To align the IRIS data with other datasets, we made use of the SDO/AIA 1600 Å waveband, which is composed of photospheric and transition region emissions. We used the IRIS SJI data from the 1400 Å waveband, which represents the low transition region. As before, the first step was to reduce the spatial resolution from IRIS to match that from SDO/AIA. Then we took 100$''$ × 100$''$ sub-frames of the regions of interest and aligned them using cross-correlation. The offset was then applied to the IRIS SJIs.

2.5. Approach

We started the analysis of each event with the Hinode/EIS Doppler velocity maps. Within these maps, we looked for small regions of coronal upflow stronger than $-6$ km s$^{-1}$, which was found to be a reasonable level for small features in Schwanitz et al. (2021). We manually selected regions due to their strength and isolation from other blueshifted regions. Blueshifts are seen all over the corona. For our further analysis, we excluded events that are known sources of strong upflows such as ARs or regions of obvious coronal jets. In the second step, we add EUV imaging data to the Doppler maps to visualise the source regions and identify potential small-scale features that can be associated with the upflows. In the last step, we use photospheric magnetic field data and sub-coronal imaging data to better understand the driving mechanisms of the observed EUV features. This approach helps us identify upflow regions without being biased towards easy-to-see features and potentially identify new sources of coronal upflow. In the next sections, we discuss our two example datasets separately.

3. The upflow region on 08 March 2022

We first describe the 08 March 2022 event since it is less complex. It is located at [−83°, 90°] at around 08:36 UT and consists of two almost perpendicular loop systems (see Fig. 1). Upflows are seen along both loop structures and towards regions of less intensity. We focus our analysis on the strongest upflows, which are seen on the northern end of the longer loop structure, which extends towards the south-east. It is highlighted by a blue contour of $-6$ km s$^{-1}$. South of this upflow region a faint elongated brightening is seen in SDO/AIA 193 Å at [−80°, 87°] pointing directly southwards. This structure might indicate another loop system with a length of about 20−30$''$. The photospheric magnetic field (Fig. 2) shows that both the north-eastward and south-eastward oriented coronal loop structures have an underlying positive flux at the end where we observe the strongest upflows, highlighted by the blue contour. The lifetime of the whole structure is about 1.5 days. The shorter one towards the north-east is connected to stronger compact negative polarities at around [−125°, 125°], while the longer one is bound to stronger negative polarities in the south-east (not shown in Fig. 2, see online movie 1). Additional small, negative, less complex fluxes are present directly south of the positive polarity at [−90°, 55°], which seem to be part of a medium size loop structure and can be seen in AIA 171 Å. Besides the long
Fig. 1. Coronal emissions and Doppler shifts seen in Fe XII. Left panel: region of interest showing two long loop structures, which are almost perpendicular to each other. The focus is on the southern one since it shows the stronger upflows. It is twice as long as the other one. Central panel: intensity of the Hinode/EIS Fe XII line, the southern loop starting at around [−80°, 90°], where it is the brightest. Right panel: Doppler velocity from the Fe XII line, showing that the starting point of the southern loop is a region of strong upflows. We define the upflow region with a −6 km s⁻¹ contour, which is drawn in blue.

Fig. 2. Coronal emissions in Fe IX, the chromospheric network in Ly-α, and the photospheric LOS magnetic field. Left panel: coronal structures seen in 171 Å by SDO/AIA, showing a complex loop system. It is divided by loops, which are either northward or southward directed. The southward loops seem to consist of medium-sized coronal structures, which are directed purely southwards, and longer ones, which are pointing towards the south-east. Central panel: upflow region located on a bright structure of the chromospheric network, measured by HRLyα. Right panel: photospheric magnetic field revealing a strong positive polarity beneath the coronal upflow. It reaches values above 100 G. A black box in the south-west of the structure shows a region where we measure flux cancellation.

loop structures anchored to the opposite negative polarity, we can observe flux cancellation at two sides of the positive polarity. The first one occurs in the north-west [−75°, 110°] (see online movie 1) and the second one in the South-West part [−75°, 85°] (see online movie 1 and Fig. 3). It is worth noting that the loop systems south of the upflow region look rather different in the 193 Å (Fig. 1) and in the 171 Å (Fig. 2) waveband. While we only see the long loop in the former, we have several shorter ones in the latter. Taking into account that the 171 Å waveband contains spectral lines emitted at slightly cooler temperatures of around 600 000 K, it is not purely coronal, but also contains transition region emissions. Therefore, we conclude that the purely southward-directed loops are lying beneath the south-eastwards-directed loops. This will be later on even more supported when we compare it with the HRI EUV data. The chromospheric observation by HRLyα shows that the HMI polarity is seen under the chromospheric network, which coincides well with its lifetime of 1.5 days, which is comparable to the network turnover time.

This particular region was partly covered by a coordinated IRIS observation. The positive polarity seen in HMI is present as brightenings in all four SJI wavebands. However, it was unfortunately not covered by the slit. As seen in Fig. 4, the same structure, which can be seen as a photospheric positive polarity in HMI, extends throughout the chromosphere and transition region as a brightening. Those structures trace the chromospheric network and locate our upflow feature on the network. Its shape is similar throughout the different heights. Furthermore, individual brightenings, which are spatially separated from the main structure, can be backmapped to small patches of negative and positive polarity in HMI. An example, best seen in the 1330 C II waveband, is at [−70°, 82°], which corresponds to the negative polarity highlighted by a black box in Fig. 2 for which we have measured flux cancellation. Comparing the chromospheric data in the 1330 C II waveband, we can clearly see that the observed structure lies on the chromospheric network.

The HRI EUV observation of the southern loop complex in Fig. 5 reveals a variety of interesting features. The first thing to notice is that the main bright structure associated with the coronal upflow is observed over the whole observation time. The bright region does not change drastically in its general shape and size. It is the footprint of three different loop systems, a long loop system towards the south-east, which we have already seen...
Secondly, loop brightenings are seen within the loops. They do not travel along the loops, but rather stay in the same position. Similar brightenings have previously been associated with braided loop structures. Then we see small bright patches that originate at the footpoint of the loop and travel along the loop structure, where they either fade out or cause a strong secondary brightening at the end. We measured and displayed these brightenings in Fig. 7. An example of a travelling plasma blob is seen at 09:49 UT, which travels for a distance of about 50” with a speed of 33 km s\(^{-1}\). An example of a brightening within the loop is seen at 10:01 UT at a distance of about 45” from the footpoint, which corresponds roughly to its vertex point. Those small features have not been seen before for such small loop systems and due to their frequency they eventually contribute to the measured plasma upflow.

The upflow region on 08 March 2022 is located at the footpoint of a complex loop structure. We see at least three separate loop systems that connect to different footpoints and have different lengths. Only one loop is present in SDO/AIA 193 Å, while the other ones are present in SDO/AIA 171 Å. The underlying photospheric magnetic field reveals a strong positive polarity from which the loops originate and connect to several smaller patches of negative polarity. At the edges of the big positive polarity, we observe flux cancellation of neighbouring negative polarities. The HRI\(_{\text{EUV}}\) data shows strong activity within and along the loops. The loop system, which originates at the region of flux cancellation, shows high activity in the form of loop brightenings or plasma blobs travelling along the loop. The observed footpoint region of the different loops has a size comparable to a large CBP, while the measured upflow velocities are about half of those of CBP (for example 15 km s\(^{-1}\) in Pérez-Suárez et al. 2008). The velocities of the travelling plasma blobs exceed the measured upflow speeds and are more comparable to Doppler flows measured in ARs. Similar to AR flows, we measure the strongest upflows at the footpoint or edges of the loop system. The source of the observed upflow is probably a combination of the several small EUV features, that we observe mostly at the footpoints of the loops, where the strongest upflows are measured.

4. The upflow region on 17 March 2022

The 17 March 2022 event is more complex than the first event since it consists of multiple, linked small-scale features. We defined the feature in the Doppler velocity map (see Fig. 8) of the Fe XII line as a region of enhanced blueshifts that is surrounded by mostly downflows. Its location in helioprojective coordinates is at \(x = 120”\) and \(y = -725”\) which corresponds to an event time of 10:29 UT. The upflow region has a maximum Doppler velocity of \(-7.2 \text{ km s}^{-1}\). The preceding raster does not show upflows within this region, but due to the lack of a following raster, the exact duration of the upflow cannot be determined. The intensity in the upflow region is slightly increased within the low-intensity region in contrast to the pixels directly outside of the outflow (see the central panel in Fig. 8). The upflow extends from the south-east to the north-west and shows a small elliptical feature in intensity, which does not have any substructure.

We initially combine the Hinode/EIS data with SDO/AIA in order to be able to compare the results to Schwanitz et al. (2021). The waveband at 193 Å is the closest in temperature to the Fe XII emission line (see Fig. 8). In the associated online movie 3 of this waveband, a small bright point appears at 10:12 UT and persists until about 10:37 UT. It does not show any eruptions or jets. Its peak intensity is reached at 10:28 UT.
Fig. 4. SJIs from IRIS showing a bright structure within the upper chromosphere (2796 Å and 1330 Å) and the upper transition region (1400 Å). The upflow region falls on the chromospheric network. No clear structure can be seen in the upper photosphere (2832 Å).

Fig. 5. Observation of HRIEUV showing that the large bright footpoint region of the different loop systems, where we observe the strongest upflows, is rather stable over time. All plots are re-projected to an Earth-based helioprojective coordinate system. Top-left panel: three different loop systems. The left one corresponds to the longer loops which are clearly visible in AIA 193 Å. The central one connects to HMI polarities at [−90°, 50′] and the right one, which is the shortest connects to negative polarities at [−70°, 55′]. Top-right panel: structure and loop systems remain stable over a time period of 30 min. Bottom-left panel: brightenings at the footpoints of the central loop system are highlighted, such as isolated brightenings within individual loops. Bottom-right panel: loop brightenings and travelling brightenings flow along the medium-sized central loops and the shorter loops in the eastern system.
led to the EIS outflows over the larger region. Another possibility is that the expelled plasma forming the quasi-circular brightening moved out along weak open magnetic fields threading the EIS outflow region, this idea will be discussed later in our magnetic field extrapolations. Although these ideas of how the compact mini-filament eruption made the larger-area EIS outflows are speculative, we do note that mini-filament eruptions do appear to be scaled-down large-scale eruptions (Sterling et al. 2015), and large-scale filament eruptions are capable of triggering eruptions covering a much larger area than just the localised location where the filament erupted (Sahu et al. 2022).

Using data from HRI_{HMI}, we determine that the upflow feature is located at the boundary of the chromospheric network (see Fig. 9).

The underlying photospheric magnetic field shows several opposite polarities around the upflow region. Most prominent is a positive polarity at \([-733\arcsec, 122\arcsec]\] surrounded by negative polarities, all of which are rooted outside of our upflow region. These might form a system of magnetic loops, which we see as the triangular-shaped structure in SDO/AIA. Within the upflow region we see small flux cancellation, seen in Fig. 11 and online movie 5. It was measured within a region at the south-east of the upflow region (compare with Fig. 9). The black box outlining the magnetic flux is not centred on the polarities since the polarities move westwards over time. The configuration starts with a stronger positive and weaker negative polarity. The positive gets annihilated by the emerging negative, which exceeds the positive one at around 10:04 UT. The flux cancellation lasts until about 10:20 UT. After this, the positive flux emerges again about 30 min later.

There are some changes seen in the magnetic field data at the south-eastern edge of the upflow region. However, from the AIA data, it is not clear how those changes affect the coronal upflows. We then analysed the HRI_{EUV} data to determine the influence of smaller-scale features.

Up to this point, this upflow feature would have been classified as an unresolved small-scale brightening accompanied by a mini-filament eruption. With the help of the new EUV/HRI data, we were able to determine a much more detailed understanding of the EUV structure: the upflow region in the HRI_{EUV} starts without any distinct features. The HRI_{EUV} online movie 6 shows within the first 13 min (09:52–10:05 UT), four small brightenings, which follow the characteristics described by Berghmans et al. (2021). They have both dot- and loop-like structures, lifetimes from 2 to 5 min and sizes of around 0.3–1 Mm². This is comparable to the brightenings found by Berghmans et al. (2021) with lifetimes of 10–200 s and lengths of 400–4000 km. However, they are spatially distributed and only one of them falls into the region, where we observe the upflow about 10 min later. This does not allow us to make a direct connection to any succeeding feature and the plasma upflow. A more prominent feature arises at the south-east of the upflow [110\arcsec, −730\arcsec] at 10:08 UT, which consists of two parallel loops, which are present for about 5 min. At the location of the previous brightening, a second and much stronger feature appears at 10:17 UT (Fig. 12, top-left panel) and lasts for about 20 min. The feature shows clear substructures, which change over time. Its shape is from a single loop to a cross-like structure (Fig. 12, top-right panel) with four extended spines. The maximum area is 25 Mm². After the disappearance of the feature, two further small brightenings appear. Besides those features within the observed upflow region, a structure of two parallel loops appears in the north-west end of the upflow region [128\arcsec, −712\arcsec] at 10:21 UT (Fig. 12, top-right panel) and exists for about 6 min.

**Fig. 6.** Magnetic field model of the region surrounding the positive HMI polarity where the strong upflows are located. The model is overlaid on the HRI_{EUV} image at around 08:25 UT, shown in grey scale. Computed field lines (in pink) matching the global shape of the observed loops have been added for those anchored in the upflowing plasma region (see the comments in the text). Other sets of loops are shown in light blue for context. The axes in the panel are in units of Mm, with the origin in the region of interest. The isocontours of the LOS field correspond to ±10, ±50, and ±100 G; pink shows positive values and blue negative values.

Figure 9 shows the AIA 171 Å waveband data, the chromospheric data from HRI_{HMI}, and the magnetic field. A similar brightening as in the 193 Å waveband is seen from 10:12 UT to 10:36 UT in the 171 Å waveband. It seems to be part of a bigger, triangular-shaped, diffuse structure that extends well out of the blueshifted contour. The bigger structure reaches in solar-\(X\) from 105\arcsec to around 130\arcsec and from −745\arcsec to −725\arcsec in solar-\(Y\). Following this brightening the online movie 4 shows a mini-filament erupting from the location of the brightening beginning between about 10:10 and 10:15 UT. It travels for about 20\arcsec southwards until it is no longer visible in intensity (compare Fig. 10). It reaches a maximum length of about 10\arcsec perpendicular to its directional movement. This is likely a confined mini-filament eruption, whereby the mini-filament does not escape the base region. Such erupting mini-filaments can have smaller-scale features. This might suggest that additional hotter plasma has also been expelled towards the north. Over the whole triangular-shaped structure, smaller changes are seen, which indicate reconnection and restructuring of the local field. The mini-filament eruption was a small-scale event, and it was too weak to make a strong signature in AIA filters other than 171 and 193, so we can only speculate as to how this eruption, which was restricted to a compact portion of the larger region that showed the EIS outflows, could have made those much larger outflows. One possibility is that the mini-filament eruption triggered the eruption of the surrounding magnetic field that carried the quasi-circular front of bright material and that this triggered an even larger eruption that

---
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Fig. 7. Flows and brightenings measured along an artificial slit in HRI$_{EUV}$. Upper panel: artificial slit (red line) used to measure the intensity over time along a medium-sized active loop to the south. Lower panel: intensity vs. time plot showing various types of activity along the loop. Brightenings that propagate along the loop are seen at 08:38 and 09:44 UT. Furthermore, a localised, non-propagating brightening is present at 09:56 UT.

However, the slit of Hinode/EIS does not cross it. The mini-filament eruption is seen much more faintly in HRI$_{EUV}$ than in SDO/AIA since the latter has a waveband that is more sensitive to cooler temperatures. Its exact eruption time cannot be determined from HRI$_{EUV}$, but taking the given range from SDO/AIA 10:10 to 10:15 UT, this falls exactly into the time, where the first EUV brightening from 10:08 to 10:13 UT has disappeared and the second one from 10:17 to 10:37 has not started yet. This span of four minutes might be the time when the mini-filament erupts. The question of how this complex chain of multiple events, occurring mostly in the south-east of the studied region, can cause extended coronal upflows with an elliptical shape towards the north-west could be understood by examining the large-scale magnetic field in its neighbourhood. We, then, look at the synoptic map of Carrington Rotation (CR) 2255. The upper panel of Fig. 13 shows a synoptic magnetogram provided by the National Solar Observatory Global Oscillations Network Group (NSO/GONG; Harvey et al. 1996) data for 17 March 2022 at 8:14:00 UT. The black circle indicates the location of the region of interest. The bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) extrapolation, highlighting the coronal holes present at that time as well as sets of closed field lines; this is available in NSO/GONG web page. A clear extension of the southern coronal hole around the region of interest.

1 https://gong2.nso.edu/products/scaleView/view.php?configFile= configs/quickreduce.cfg
2 https://nso.edu/data/nisp-data/pfss/
Fig. 8. Coronal emissions and Doppler shifts seen in Fe XII. Left panel: AIA 193 Å region of interest. The upflow feature is located in the quiet Sun and highlighted by a blue contour. It is located in a low-intensity region. Within that region, a small brightening can be seen at the south-eastern end at around [115°, −730°]. The nearby vicinity does not show any structures that are typically associated with outflows, such as obvious jets. A white box indicates the field-of-view that is used for the two other panels of this figure. Middle panel: intensity plot of the Fe XII emission line from Hinode/EIS showing a similar structure as the corresponding AIA 193 Å image, but with lower spatial resolution. The bright feature at [115°, −728°] in the lower part of the Hinode/EIS image is more blurred and less intense than its intensity in comparison to its AIA counterpart, where it is as bright as the brightest regions in the 50'' × 50'' field-of-view. Beneath it a small, rather dark region, is present. Right panel: derived Doppler velocities from the Fe XII emission line showing upflows, which is highlighted by the contour. The displayed blue contour is the zero-velocity line that divides regions of upflows and downflows. The strongest upflows are seen in the south-east with speeds of around −7 km s⁻¹. Most of the vicinity shows downflows or comparably weak upflows.

Fig. 9. Coronal emissions in Fe IX, the chromospheric network in Ly-α, and the photospheric LOS magnetic field. Left panel: SDO/AIA 171 Å image showing a strong bright feature north-east of the upflow region at [110°, −705°]. In the lower part between solar-X: 105°–130° and solar-Y: −728 to 745° a weaker bright point is seen. The upflow region covers the eastern part of this bright point structure. Central panel: data from the HRI showing that the region of the strongest upflow in the south-east is located on the chromospheric network. The upper part is located on the network boundary. Right panel: photospheric LOS magnetic field from SDO/HMI showing several smaller polarities within the upflow region, which is highlighted by the blue contour. In the lower part of the upflow, a positive polarity (red arrow) is seen with a smaller negative polarity (blue arrow). A black square indicates the region in which flux cancellation is measured for Fig. 11. The online movie 5 of the HMI LOS magnetogram shows the temporal evolution.

Fig. 10. Mini-filament eruption seen best in the SDO/AIA 171 Å waveband. The mini-filament erupts at [110°, −740°] and then travels southwards. Its movement is highlighted by red arrows.
is visible. Then, we speculate that the open field could have channelled part of the mini-filament plasma, as well as plasma expelled during other stages of the event cascade, resulting in an extended upflowing region.

The second event can be seen as a previously unrecognised source of coronal upflow. It shows an elliptical blueshifted region with speeds of up to $-7.2 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, but no prominent intensity enhancement in the corresponding EIS Fe XII intensity data. The imaging data from SDO/AIA does not give a complete explanation, but only reveals a blurred brightening followed by a mini-filament eruption travelling towards the opposite direction where we see the upflow in Hinode/EIS. However, when inspecting HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ data, a series of small, spatially distributed EUV brightenings is seen followed by a bigger, relatively complex structure. It lasts for around 20 min and changes its shape over time. A system of perpendicular loops can be seen. The driving mechanism can be better understood through SDO/HMI, where we see the cancellation of a positive polarity by an arising negative one. A complete explanation for the upflow can only be given by combining all instruments: We see a triangular-shaped structure in SDO/AIA 171 Å with a positive and weak negative polarity in SDO/HMI. Then, at the north-east top of this structure, we observe a mini-flare in SDO/AIA, which, however, is highly structured in HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$. This feature is probably caused by the cancellation of two opposite polarities preceded by magnetic reconnection. This then triggers a mini-filament that erupts towards the south-east accompanied by a brighter circular eruption, which restructures the magnetic loops within the triangular-shaped structure. The energy is released as further brightenings within this structure. The direction of the upflow can be explained by inspecting the global magnetic field lines for this region. This demonstrates that a small, but rather complex EUV feature can trigger a cascade of multiple events, which then act as a source of coronal upflow. In this case, the upflow is caused by the cascade of observed events, triggered by the small, complex structure in HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ and is among the smallest known structures to cause upflow so far.

5. Discussion and conclusions

We analysed two regions of coronal upflows observed by Hinode/EIS in the Fe XII 195.12 Å line observed at $\approx 1.5 \text{ MK}$. The two features show upflows that are of similar strength but vary strongly in terms of size. These regions were observed simultaneously by both SDO and Solar Orbiter during its first perihelion. Although SDO/AIA images show diffuse brightenings likely associated with the upflows, they do not reveal the fine structures of the EUV features that might be the source of the upflows. The high-resolution images from HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ show several small-scale, highly dynamic features associated with EUV brightenings.

The first upflow region, which appeared on 08 March 2022 at around 08:36 UT is seen over a system of larger loops with lifetimes of several hours. Although the loops could be identified clearly in SDO/AIA images, the HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ draws a clearer picture of the plasma dynamics associated with the seemingly episodic magnetic reconnection. Loop brightenings or plasma propagation along the loops are observed, for which we measured speeds of about 33 km s$^{-1}$: this is about four times greater than the plasma speed measured by Hinode/EIS. They are potential sources of the observed upflow. Similar activity in loops of an AR that have upflowing plasma has been reported by Barczynski et al. (2023) in a study with a quadrature observation. They have measured Doppler velocities with Hinode/EIS in an open AR loop of about $-8.6 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ and a stable plasma flow in the intensity of HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ of about $9.9 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. While the upflow speeds are comparable to our measurements, the flows in HRI$_{\text{EUV}}$ are lower by a factor of three. This might be due to the different viewing angles, size scales of the features, and open versus closed loops. Our loop system is rooted on one end at a dominant positive magnetic flux that coincides with the chromospheric network. Flux cancellation can be seen at the edges of the positive polarity magnetic concentration. The photospheric magnetic flux cancellation is either the cause of the magnetic reconnection or its byproduct, which together lead to the observed dynamics.

The second event observed on 17 March 2022 around 10:29 UT and described in Sect. 4, is more complex compared to the first event observed on 08 March 2022, and that is described in Sect. 3. The Hinode/EIS spectra provide an upflow with a Doppler speed of about $-7.2 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, which is associated with magnetic cancellation as shown by SDO/HMI. This fine-scale magnetic field produced a complex feature composed primarily of two perpendicular EUV loops that lasted more than 20 min. This triggered a cascade within the whole region: First, a mini-filament lifts off with a bright circular front causing a restructuring with several brightenings in the larger vicinity. The plasma upflow then gets channelled along magnetic field lines towards the north-west. Even though we did not observe any jets, the measured Doppler flows are comparable to the upflows measured by Schwanitz et al. (2021), which were identified as faint X-ray jets by Sterling et al. (2022b).

The two presented upflow regions vary in size and intensity. However, they show several similarities. Both regions consist of coronal loops lying above opposite polarity magnetic fields. Flux emergence, flux cancellation, and reconnection are common to both regions and potentially drive the observed small-scale coronal activity. The primary manifestations of this coronal activity are the brightening of the plasma, which is likely due to heating, and flows along the loop in the form of plasma blobs. The spectroscopic data show upflows as Doppler shifts in both regions.

The observation of plasma thermodynamics at the smallest observable scales to date is significant and might provide insights into phenomena that were not accessible before. While Doppler upflows were previously usually associated with prominent features such as ARs, bright points, or coronal transients...
The common properties between the two events are flux cancellation and magnetic reconnection at tiny scales. Events like the ones reported here are likely prevalent in the transition region and at the base of the solar corona. They might play a significant role in the thermal and dynamic balance of the plasma. It is plausible that we are observing some aspects of
Fig. 13. Synoptic map of CR 2255 and the corresponding Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS), suggesting that the upflow region on 17 March 2022 is located in a region of open magnetic field lines. Top panel: GONG synoptic map of CR 2255. White (black) corresponds to positive (negative) polarity field; the field values have been saturated above (below) 60 G. Bottom panel: PFSS model of CR 2255. The tallest closed field lines are shown. All field lines that reach 2.5 $R_\odot$ are open by assumption, and so the tallest closed field lines are those with a vanishing radial component just below. Such field lines separate regions of open and closed magnetic fields. Coronal holes have their footprints at the photosphere represented by patches of colour: green denotes coronal holes with positive photospheric polarity and red with negative. In the plot, the neutral line on the source surface, which shows a quasi-sinusoidal pattern, is shown by a thick black line (see https://gong.nso.edu/data/magmap/fmodel1.html). The black circle denotes the region of interest in both panels.

We note that Raouafi et al. (2023b) proposed ubiquitous small-scale magnetic reconnection as the solar wind driver. They also argue that the magnetic reconnection occurs within open-closed field structures resulting in jetting (i.e., jetlets), and even more between closed-closed loop systems. The latter would heat and maintain the plasma at coronal temperatures.

Continued studies using the existing setup with Hinode/EIS+EUI+AIA+HMI and new data from the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST; Tritschler et al. 2016) and the Polari metric and Helioseismic Imager (PHI; Solanki et al. 2020) on similar EIS outflow regions are necessary to better understand the observed upflows. Parts of this project were limited by the resolution of the photospheric magnetic field data from HMI; this can be overcome in the future with data from DKIST and PHI. In particular, the frequency of the loop brightenings and plasma blobs in the first event and the frequency of events comparable to the second one are of interest. We expect to see flux emergence and cancellation for many more small-scale EUV features and opposite polarities at the footpoints of small loop systems that are comparable to the events described in our paper.